
This timeless traditional home showcases a taste for the finest details. It is a perfect space for entertaining and comfortable family living 
on the kind of estate property that can only be found in beautiful King Township.

147 Mactaggart Drive
Nobleton, Ontario



Foyer
A gracious, light-filled two-storey foyer with extensive floor to ceiling panel moulding, large windows and a huge skylight sets a tone of modern elegance. 
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Living Room
The formal living room, with crown moulding, wainscoting and rich wood floors is both fresh and classic. Large arched windows keep it bright like the 
rest of the home.
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Dining Room
Large enough to accommodate grand entertaining, the dining room features a large, walk-in bay window and extensive trims.
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Kitchen with Breakfast Area
The heart of the home is this stunning dream kitchen! Custom designed for the space by top 
cabinetmaker, Bloomsbury, the kitchen has been featured in a magazine. Two large islands, 
travertine floors, a large Sub-Zero fridge, Wolf range and Perrin & Rowe faucets just skim the 
surface of what is here. Three crystal chandeliers make this one glamorous work space!
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Travertine and Bloomsbury built-ins continue into the spacious family room with spectacular bow window overlooking the property. The second kitchen 
island features a bar sink, separate wine and beverage fridges and a breakfast bar. A bright home office with windows in three walls is handily adjacent to 
the family room.
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Master Suite
The spacious master suite is all grace and convenience, the bedroom trimmed out with crown moulding and a walk-through custom closet. 
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Bedrooms
All other second-floor bedrooms are spacious and feature views of the property, hardwood floors, natural light and crown moulding. Each shares a semi-
ensuite bathroom with another bedroom.
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Basement
Immaculately finished with the same warmth and grace as the rest of the home, the basement has a designer wet bar, one of three cast stone fireplaces, 
a sixth bedroom, half bath and exercise area all on gleaming hardwood floors. A walk-out to the property, service staircase as well as a sweeping main 
staircase round out this wonderful space!
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Entertainment, Cabana and Property
Pictured above are the full-sized basement dining area and wet bar. Opposite, the property itself at .8 acre is a true oasis, professionally landscaped with recently 
renovated gunite pool and inground hot tub, stone kitchen area with built-in barbecue and smoker and a luxurious cabana that is its own getaway! Spend summer 
evenings by the gas fireplace counting your blessings in this backyard paradise.
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Perfectly imagined for the best of family living and entertaining, this property leaves nothing to be done but move in and enjoy! Schools, library, park and the 
amenities of town are moments from your door in this established community. A home with this level of finishing and amenities is the rarest of finds at any price.

King was ranked fourth in Canada in MoneySense Magazine’s 2018 top places to live by net worth, a testament to the value of its real estate.


